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Abstract 
Supercritical Carbon Dioxide (sCO2) cycles can achieve higher efficiency compared to steam-Rankine or Air-
Brayton cycles, therefore they are promising for concentrated solar power applications. In the present work a 
recompression sCO2 cycle is connected to a central-tower solar field with two-tank thermal storage delivering 
molten chloride salt at 670°C. Although sCO2 cycles show higher design efficiency, the off-design efficiency is 
highly sensitive to the ambient conditions, impacting the power block net-power and heat input. The temperature 
of the molten-salt exiting from the power block and returning to the cold storage tank increases by 46°C with 
respect to the design value when the compressor inlet temperature is raised by 13°C relative to the design condition 
of 42°C, which implies that the capacity of the thermal storage reduces by 25%. The main focus of this work is to 
investigate the off-design performance of a sCO2 recompression cycle under variable ambient temperature, 
molten-salt inlet temperature and molten-salt flow rate. Multi-objective optimisation is carried-out in off-design 
conditions using an in-house code to explore the optimal operational strategies and the Pareto fronts were 
compared. Since the power cycle can either be operated in maximum power mode or maximum efficiency mode, 
this study compares these two operational strategies based on their annual performance. Results indicate that the 
capacity factor of the concentrated solar power can be increased by 10.8% when operating in maximum power 
mode whilst the number of start-ups is reduced by about 50% when operating in maximum efficiency mode.  
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Nomenclature 
CIT Compressor Inlet Temperature 
CSP Concentrated Solar Power 
HT High Temperature 
HTR High Temperature Recuperator 
LCOE Levelized Cost of Electricity 
LMTD Log Mean Temperature Difference 
LT Low Temperature 
LTR Low Temperature Recuperator 
MC Main Compressor 
MS Molten Salt 
MSIT Molten Salt Inlet Temperature 
MSOT Molten Salt Outlet Temperature 
NSGA Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm 
PHEX Primary Heat Exchanger 
PR Pressure ratio 
RCBC Recompression Brayton Cycle 
sCO2 Supercritical Carbon Dioxide 
SRBC  Simple Recuperative Brayton Cycle 
TES Thermal Energy Storage 
TET Turbine Exhaust Temperature 
TIT Turbine Inlet Temperature 
1. Introduction 
The Supercritical Carbon Dioxide (sCO2) Brayton cycle has many advantages over the conventional steam 
Rankine/ Joule-Brayton cycles owing to its compact footprint and higher efficiency when the turbine inlet 
temperature is >550 °C [1]. sCO2 also has high thermal stability at an elevated temperature, is nonflammable and 
nontoxic compared to ORC plants. Because of these benefits, sCO2 cycles are being considered for a range of 
applications including nuclear [1], concentrating solar power (CSP) [2], fossil fuel-fired plants, and waste heat 
recovery [3]. Many researchers have extensively studied the performance of sCO2 cycles [4] and numerous 
different cycles have been proposed [5]. In particular, Crespi et al. [4] reviewed and categorised forty-two of them 
while Thanganadar et al. [3] studied five sCO2 cycle configurations for sensible heat source applications, 
proposing a set of performance maps to estimate the performance of sCO2 cycles for the bottoming cycle. 
Marchionni et al. [5] performed first and second-law analysis for eight Joule-Brayton sCO2 cycles integrated with 
a high-grade waste heat sources, concluding that the unit cost ($/kWe) of a cycle follows a parabolic shape, which 
has an optimum for different exhaust gas temperature, primarily dictated by the cost of the high-temperature heat 
exchangers. Giovannelli et al. [6] discussed the design processes of radial turbomachinery for a medium-scale 
sCO2 power block using one-dimensional and three-dimensional numerical simulation. Demonstration facilities 
and pilot plants have been built in recent years for testing the performance and reliability of sCO2 plants. National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), USA tested a 520 kWth pilot plant [7] and is building a scale-up facility 
of 10 MWe [8], which is designed to operate at 715.9 °C turbine inlet temperature [8,9]. As far as commercial 
applications are concerned, Echogen® has commercialised a packaged unit for Waste Heat Recovery (WHR) 
applications [10].  
The critical point of carbon dioxide is 30.98 °C, 73.8 bar while the cycle maximum pressure is typically limited 
to around 300 bar due to material and economic limitations. This makes the cycle pressure ratio less than 4, which 
limits the specific work and temperature drop across the turbine, making recuperation necessary in order to 
increase cycle efficiency. Several recuperated sCO2 cycles have been proposed in the literature [4]. The basic 
configuration is the closed-loop simple recuperative Brayton cycle (SRBC), however the degree of recuperation 
is limited by the occurrence of a pinch point in the recuperator. This can be avoided by the recompression Brayton 
cycle (RCBC) where the recuperator is split into two heat exchangers and the mass flow rate to the low-
temperature recuperator cold-side is lowered to maximise recuperation. Although advanced cycles, such as partial 
cooling cycles, precompression, cascade cycles are also proposed [4] to increase the cycle specific work, the 
RCBC is generally preferable due to its higher efficiency and simpler layout, which also makes it more suitable 
for CSP applications. Wang et al. [11] investigated the performance of a RCBC integrated with a transcritical CO2
(tCO2) bottoming cycle to recover low-grade heat from the RCBC and compared six different fluids in closed-
loop cycle. Asfand et al. [12] integrated an absorption chiller with an SRBC cycle to chill the cooling water so 
that the efficiency penalty at higher ambient temperatures can be reduced. Linares et al. [13] proposed a 
modification to RCBC that facilitate heat addition at a lower pressure to enable the use of conventional shell and 
tube heat exchangers in order to reduce the cost of the PHEX for CSP applications. Clementoni et al. provided the 
steady-state [14], off-design [15] and transient [16] operational results of a 100kWe experimental facility at the 
Naval Nuclear Laboratory, USA. Clementoni et al. [17] also reported the operational results of the test facility for 
different compressor inlet temperature (CIT). 
Although the design point performance of RCBC is extensively studied, the off-design performance of an 
integrated sCO2 cycle with TES- CSP appears seldom investigated. This is concerning for a CSP plant, because 
they often encounter off-design operation due to the volatility of the renewable energy source. Dyreby et al. [7] 
have developed a FORTRAN based design and off-design code that can simulate the recompression cycle. They 
proposed an empirical turbomachinery scaling method derived from Sandia National Laboratory test loop 
compressor. The plant solving procedure is specific to recompression cycle which can be cumbersome and error 
prone when changing the cycle configuration. Tse et al. [8] integrated a primary heat exchanger (PHEX) code 
with Dyreby’s code through an external iterative procedure, concluding that the off-design performance not only 
effects on the cycle performance, but also can influence the capacity of the TES and the solar receiver 
performance. Clementoni et al. [18] analysed the effect of compressor inlet pressure on the performance of the 
sCO2 cycle and compared with the operational results, concluding that the cycle power output and efficiency are 
directly affected by the compressor inlet density. Anselmi et al. [19] explained the test facility operations along 
with the preliminary modelling works of compressor design and control strategy. Duniam et al. [20] analysed the 
off-design performance of a sCO2 cycle integrated with a natural draft dry cooling tower, concluding that the cycle 
net power reduces by 10% for each 10 °C increase in ambient temperature above the design temperature when 
cycle inventory and turbine inlet temperature (TIT) are maintained at the design values. Wright et al. [21] 
investigated four different sCO2 cycle control strategies for a waste heat recovery application,  including; cooling 
air fan speed control, boost compressor speed control, split fraction control and compressor inlet pressure control. 
They conclude that the combination of all four controls provide an efficient way to mitigate the effects of heat 
rejection at a higher ambient temperature. Wang et al. [22] analysed the performance of a direct air-cooled sCO2
cycle under off-design conditions, observing that the cooling-tower approach temperature varies nonlinearly with 
the ambient temperature. Son et al. [23] developed a deep neural-network based turbomachinery off-design model 
for which the training data were generated from a one-dimensional mean-line code for sCO2 application. 
Aforementioned studies investigated the performance RCBC for different control techniques, however, there has 
been no systematic study that explores the optimal operational space (multi-dimensional Pareto front) for different 
boundary conditions, and investigate the trends of critical control variables including minimum/ maximum 
pressure, shaft speed and split fraction that aids in developing the optimal control strategy.  
Several research groups have performed transient simulations of the standard recompression cycle [10–14], 
finding that inventory control provides higher efficiency at part load compared to other control techniques such 
as turbine bypass, turbine inlet temperature and throttling control. Inventory control turndown is limited, however, 
by the size of the CO2 storage tank and the pressure pinch between that storage tank pressure and the system 
pressure. Although a bigger inventory storage tank can push the sCO2 cycle turndown ratio further, the optimal 
size is an economical trade-off between the CAPEX and improvement in annual energy generation [15]. 
Researchers have proposed [24] that turbine bypass control or throttle control is required to extend the plant 
turndown further  and to have a faster response during load throw-off as inventory control is slower [25], which 
is supported by previous operational experience of closed-loop Brayton cycles [26]. 
Bennett et al. [16] observed that the off-design cycle pressure ratio of sCO2 cycle reduces at higher ambient 
temperatures. Consequently, the turbine expansion ratio reduces which increases, the turbine exhaust temperature 
(TET) for a given TIT and since sCO2 cycles are recuperative Brayton cycles, this higher TET increases the 
recuperation. Consequently the cold stream inlet temperature to the primary heat exchanger increases, which 
causes the molten salt outlet temperature (MSOT) to increase at higher ambient temperatures. This negatively 
affects solar field performance in two ways: 1) the energy absorption window of the solar receiver reduces when 
the molten salt mass flow reaches its maximum flow limit, and 2) the cold storage tank temperature gradually 
increases, reducing the capacity of thermal energy storage (TES) as the differential temperature reduces. Tse et 
al. [8] quantified this reduction in TES capacity concluding that it can be as high as 20% of the design capacity at 
hot ambient temperatures. To eliminate the knock-on impact on the TES system an additional MSOT constraint 
should be considered in CSP-TES-sCO2 cycle optimisation/operation. However, constraining the power cycle 
optimisation to respect an MSOT limitation close to its design value may negatively affect power cycle efficiency, 
although this has not been investigated in the existing literature. 
For a CSP plant, the objective is to maximise the annual performance in order to reduce the levelised cost of 
electricity (LCOE). Reducing the total number of power block start-up/shut-down per annum, however, extends 
plant life and reduces the start-up/maintenance costs. Generally, the design criterion of the solar field is based on 
a “solar multiple”, the ratio between the thermal power output of the solar field at the design solar radiation/sun 
angle, and the design thermal input of the power unit. A solar multiple greater than one is preferred in order to 
increase the plant capacity factor therefore there is often excess solar energy, which can be stored. The thermal 
storage capacity of a two-tank TES is typically rated based on the number of hours that the storage system can 
supply the power block design heat requirement. Implementing TES offers operational flexibility by disconnecting 
the solar field and power block enabling the thermal energy supply to the power block to be controlled without 
notably affecting the heat absorbed in the solar field and as long as the storage system capacity can absorb/supply 
any imbalance, the power block can be controlled in different ways.  
The performance of a sCO2 cycle drops at a higher ambient temperature when the compressor inlet condition 
shifts away from the critical point, thus, increasing the compressive power. Maximising the power block off-
design net power and net efficiency are not the same for a recuperated closed-loop Brayton cycle as the off-design 
cycle mass flow rate/the cycle pressure ratio varies depending on the objective [20]. The annual energy yield can 
be higher by maximising the net power, however, maximising the efficiency could be more attractive as sCO2 
cycle performance is more sensitive to boundary conditions (ambient temperature, and the Molten Salt Inlet 
Temperature-MSIT). Several global plant operational strategies can therefore be defined to maximise a 
performance criterion at the current boundary conditions. Case 1) supply the energy required by the power block 
to maximise power generation and store the remaining energy in TES. Case 2) supply energy to the power block 
to maximise the power cycle instantaneous efficiency and store the remaining energy in TES. Case 3) give priority 
to fully charge the TES whilst generating power from the remaining energy. Maximising power block net power 
utilises the assets to their maximum capacity, however, it also penalises cycle efficiency significantly at higher 
ambient temperatures. Operating the power block in maximum efficiency mode during hot ambient conditions, 
while sacrificing some of the available instantaneous net power, allows storage of the remaining thermal energy 
for production of more power at a later time when cooler ambient conditions enable a higher efficiency, which 
could be attractive. This approach can be more effective for moderate Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI) days as 
plant shutdown can be avoided, thereby eliminating the associated start-up energy loss. To the best of the author’s 
knowledge, there are no prior studies investigating how different plant operational strategies influence the annual 
performance of a sCO2 cycle.  
This paper investigates the off-design performance of a 30 MWe RCBC power block for different boundary 
conditions such as variation of the heat transfer fluid (HTF) hot inlet temperature, molten salt mass flow rate, and 
ambient temperature with and without limiting the MSOT close to the design point, for the first time. A multi-
objective optimisation approach is applied to the in-house cycle design and off-design codes, which maximises 
both net power and net efficiency by optimising the compressor inlet pressure, outlet pressure, split fraction and 
the molten salt mass flow rate, in order to explore the optimal operational space (Pareto fronts) in off-design 
operation. Firstly, the trade-off between the power cycle efficiency penalty when the MSOT is constrained 
proximate to its design value and the knock-on negative effect on TES capacity at higher ambient temperatures 
are studied. Secondly, the trends of control variables across the Pareto front, including the minimum pressure, 
maximum pressure, split fraction and MSOT are discussed which guides developing the plant control strategy and 
the optimal off-design compressor inlet pressure estimation method is proposed to maximise the cycle efficiency. 
The compressor operating point variation across the Pareto fronts are visualised by mapping the Pareto fronts on 
the compressor map for different boundary conditions. Finally, the annual performance of two different power 
cycle operational strategies 1) operating the power cycle in maximum power mode 2) operating the power cycle 
in maximum efficiency mode are simulated for the first time. The trade-offs between annual energy yield and the 
number of start-ups are quantified to appreciate the potential of these operating modes.  

























Fig. 1. Recompression cycle configuration
Fig. 2 Temperature-Entropy (T-S) diagram of recompression Brayton cycle (The dashed grey lines are the 
isobaric lines of CO2, the continuous grey line is the CO2 saturation curve)
A schematic of the RCBC is shown in Fig. 1 and the Temperature- Entropy (TS) diagram of the process is shown 
in Fig. 2. For the selected design parameters (Table 2), the states 12 and 4 overlay each other in the TS diagram. 
Processes 2 to 5 are recuperation, 5 to 6 heat addition and 9 to 1 heat rejection process.  
The precooler is air-cooled and the Primary Heat Exchanger (PHEX) is heated via the hot molten salt from the 
solar field. A central power tower-based solar field with a conventional two-tank sensible heat storage system is 
considered. Since the MSOT from the solar receiver is 670 °C, conventional nitrate-based molten salts are not 
stable. The NREL 10MWe demonstration plant considered MgCl2-KCl (Mole: 32%-68%)  in order to achieve 
these higher operating temperatures [8,9] and the same salt is therefore selected as both HTF and storage medium 
for this study. 
 For a closed-loop recuperative cycle, maximising efficiency tends to increase the cold stream inlet temperature 
to the PHEX so that the average heat addition temperature is increased, which improves the Carnot efficiency of 
the cycle provided that the recuperator circuit effectiveness is unaffected. On the other hand, increasing the cycle 
specific power tends to lower the cold stream inlet temperature to the PHEX so that heat addition to the cycle is 
maximised, with the trade-off to recuperation. The sCO2 mass flow rate, split fraction and the pressure ratio are 
all affected by the choice of objective function maximised i.e. efficiency or specific power. For a CSP plant, the 
product of solar field efficiency and power block efficiency has to be maximised. Integration of TES with optimal 
storage capacity allows storing of the energy absorbed from the solar field, which allows supplying the required 
amount of energy to the power block to maximise the objective function.  
3. Methodology for Thermodynamic Modelling  
The thermodynamic models for all the components, including; heat exchanger (one-dimensional), 
compressor/pump, turbine, valve, splitter, and mixer, were developed in MATLAB®. The thermal physical 
properties of sCO2 are calculated using the REFPROP library (V9.1) [27], an iterative routine that minimises 
Helmholtz free energy. The thermal physical properties of the eutectic molten salt mixture MgCl2-KCl (Mole: 
32%-68%) are calculated based on the work of Xu et al. [28] and listed in Table 1. The melting temperature of 
the salt is 424.4 °C, therefore, the cold storage tank temperature has to be above this value by a sufficient safety 
margin (~50 °C [29]) to avoid salt freezing.  
Table 1 Thermal-physical properties of molten salt 
Property Unit Function (T in °C) 
Isobaric Specific Heat (Cp) kJ/kg-K 0.9896+1.046×10-4× (T-430) 
Density (ρ) kg/m3 1903.7-0.552×T 
Dynamic Viscosity (µ) cP 14.965-0.0291×T+1.784×10-5×T2
Thermal Conductivity (k) W/m-K 0.5047-0.0001×T 
Melting Temperature (Tm) °C 424.4 
The sCO2 turbomachinery is simulated as a zero-dimensional model based on their isentropic efficiencies (     ). 
The outlet enthalpies (ℎ   ) of the turbine and compressor are calculated using Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 respectively, where  
ℎ   is a function of outlet pressure (    ) and inlet entropy (   ).  
ℎ   ,     = ℎ  ,     − (ℎ  ,     − ℎ  ,    ) ×      ,    
(1) 




The heat exchanger code is one-dimensional in order to capture the nonlinear property variation of sCO2 along 
the length of the heat exchanger. The heat exchanger functions size the heat exchanger based on effectiveness 





The actual amount of heat transfer ( ) is calculated from the given input of effectiveness and the  ̇   
calculated based on Eq. 4. 
 ̇    = min(      ,    ) × (  ,   −   ,  ) (4) 
The capacitance rate of the cold stream (        
 
 
) is calculated based on Eq. 5 and a similar equation can also 
be applied to calculate the hot stream capacitance rate (    ).  




where the ℎ ,   ,    =  (  ,    ,  ,   ,   ) and   ,   ,    =   ,  
The conductance (  ) is calculated to all the heat exchanger zones using the NTU method [30] with the total 
conductance the sum of the conductance of all the zones. The heat duty of the heat exchanger is reduced if the 
minimum pinch temperature constraint is violated within the heat exchanger or any temperature crossover is 
detected. 
The steady-state mass and energy conservations are applied to all the components to calculate their outlet state 
properties from the inlet conditions, where   is the mechanical power,   the heat power,  ̇ the mass flow rate 
and ℎ the enthalpy, while the subscripts   ,     refer to the inlet and outlet respectively.  
The recuperators are modelled based on effectiveness while the cooler and the primary heater are modelled based 
on the outlet temperature set point. The precooler is a direct air-cooled type with a pinch of 15 °C whilst the 
recuperator and the PHEX are compact Printed Circuit Heat Exchangers (PCHE). The cooling airflow to the 
precooler is adjusted to achieve the desired compressor inlet temperature.  
The component models are integrated at the plant level in a flexible manner so that any plant configuration can 
be assessed. The plant solver estimates the tear stream values, calculate the error vector against the initial guess 
values and converges the solution using a non-linear iterative solver. The multi-variable Newton-Raphson iterative 
method is implemented and the Broyden algorithm is used for calculation of the Jacobian matrix.  
In order to evaluate the plant off-design performance, compressor and turbine maps are needed. A centrifugal 
compressor is considered based on the Balje non-dimensionalised chart [31] for the size of the plant. The specific 
speed is calculated based on average density and isentropic enthalpy rise. The design non-dimensional specific 
speeds are 0.52 and 0.49 for the main compressor and recompressor, respectively. The performance maps were 
generated based on the empirical scaling approach that uses the modified flow and modified head coefficient of 
Sandia National Laboratory (SNL) test loop maps proposed by Dyreby et al. [32]. The modified flow coefficient  
is maintained the same as the SNL compressor i.e. 0.02971 and the load coefficient is calculated based on the 
method proposed by Dyreby et al. [32]. The shaft tip speed/rotational speed and the impeller exit diameter are 
calculated from the calculated flow and load coefficients. In order to calculate the surge compressor constraints, 
the minimum flow coefficient method is implemented. Liese et al. [33] proposed a ratio of surge point flow 
coefficient to the design flow coefficient of 0.7216, which gives a surge flow coefficient of 0.02144. Dyreby et 
al. [32], however, reported the SNL compressor surge flow coefficient is about 0.02 and since the optimisation 
Pareto front has to explore the complete operational regime, which can be reduced if the surge flow coefficient is 
increased, a minimum surge flow coefficient of 0.02 is selected for this work. The flow coefficients are calculated 
based on the compressor inlet conditions similar to Dyreby et al. [32]. A radial turbine is selected for this study 
considering the size of the plant as mentioned by Fleming et al. [34]. The turbine off-design models are according 
to Dyreby et al. [32], which scales the SNL test facility machine.  
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Fig. 3 Architecture of the plant simulation code
The heat exchanger off-design pressure drop (  ) was scaled as per the procedure described by Dyreby et al. [35] 
(Eq. 6), and the heat exchanger conductance (  ) scaled using Panode [36] (Eq. 7).   ̇ refers to the mass flow 
rate, the subscripts  , ℎ refer to the cold and hot streams respectively while the subscript     indicates the 
design/reference point value. Eq. 7 is derived from the Dittus-Boelter heat transfer correlation with an assumption 
of neglecting the thermal physical property variations from design to off-design conditions along the length of the 
heat exchanger. Tang et al. [37] used the Dittus-Boelter correlation for straight channel PCHE and validated the 
simulation results with experimental data published in Clementoni et al. [38]. Jiang et al. [39] proposed 0.809 as 
the Reynolds number scaling exponent in the Nusselt number calculation for low angle channels, however, this 
exponent is reduced to 0.721 for high angle channels. This work assumes a straight channel PCHE configuration; 
therefore the Reynolds number scaling exponent from the Dittus-Boelter correlation is used as used by Dyreby et 
al. [35] and Tse at al. [8].  



















The heat exchanger off-design code guesses the hot stream outlet temperature, matches the calculated conductance 
(UA) with the scaled UA, and iterates until the temperature converges. The heat duty of the heat exchanger is 
reduced if the minimum pinch temperature constraint is violated within the heat exchanger or any temperature 
crossover is detected. Fig. 3 shows the architecture of the plant level code that performs the process design, 
followed by the component sizing and the simulation of the off-design performance based on the type of controls 
defined.  
The turbine shaft is connected to the generator and hence the speed was not controlled whilst the speed of the 
main compressor and recompressor were changed in order to meet the respective outlet pressure set points. Annual 
simulation are performed using System Advisory Model (SAM V2018.11.11) with the power block simulated as 
a user-defined power cycle (parametric table) for Daggett, California location.  
3.1.Modelling Assumptions 
The thermodynamic assumptions for cycle modelling are tabulated in Table 2. The heat exchanger pressure drop 
and the turbomachinery’s mechanical loss were neglected. The heat exchanger was discretised to 15 zones for 
both design and off-design conductance calculations based on initial runs, which provides a trade-off between 
computational speed and accuracy, in order to capture the non-linear variation of isobaric specific heat.   
Fig. 4 Histogram of ambient temperature for Daggett, California (temperature higher than 17 °C)
Table 2 Thermodynamic modelling assumptions 
Description Unit Value 
Turbine Isentropic Efficiency % 93 
Main Compressor Isentropic Efficiency % 89 
Recompressor Isentropic Efficiency % 89 
Recuperator Effectiveness [40,41] % 98 
Recuperator minimum pinch °C 5 
High Pressure (Main Compressor Outlet) bar 250 
Minimum Pressure bar 80 
Split Fraction - 0.3 
Compressor Inlet Temperature °C 42 
Turbine Inlet Temperature °C 650 
PHEX Approach Temperature °C 20 
Pre-cooler Approach Temperature [42] °C 15 
Design Ambient Temperature (Daggett, California) °C 27 
Daggett, California location is selected as an example to perform annual simulation and therefore the histogram 
of the temperature distribution is analysed in order to select the design ambient temperature. For lower ambient 
temperatures, the precooler coolant mass flow is reduced to maintain the main compressor inlet temperature above 
32 °C so that condensation at the compressor inlet is avoided. In order to select the design ambient temperature, 
therefore, ambient temperatures below 17 °C are not considered due to the 15 °C precooler approach. The 
histogram of the reduced dataset with a normal distribution fit to aid in selecting the optimal temperature is plotted 
in Fig. 4 from this analysis a design ambient temperature of 27 °C is selected. This CIT is approximately 2.5 °C 
higher than the optimal temperature for the Daggett, California  location proposed in [43] through extrapolation 
of design and off-design results for estimating the annual performance. However, it should be noted that the 
proposed optimal value could be sensitive to the assumptions in that study and a higher CIT is conservative. 
3.2.Optimising the Off-design Condition   
In this study, both single and multi-objective optimisations are performed. Firstly optimised power block 
performance data is modelled as a look-up table for annual simulation. Then, since the focus of this study is to 
compare the annual performance difference when operating the power block in either maximum efficiency or 
maximum power mode, two further sets of single-objective optimisations are performed to maximise the objective 
functions (net power/ efficiency) for each data point of the look-up table. The algorithm optimises the primary 
process variables such as the main compressor inlet pressure (P1), main compressor outlet pressure (P2) and split 
fraction (m11/m9), subject to the main compressor and recompressor surge constraints. The objective function is 
not continuous in the optimisation search space owing to the discontinuous constraints, so the faster nonlinear 
line-search method (Sequential Quadratic Programming, SQP) often fails to find the global optimal solution and 
as a result, a heuristic method has been incorporated for optimisation. Considering the computational effort of 
heuristic algorithms, an initial attempt was made to use a hybrid algorithm, which runs the heuristic algorithm for 
a fixed number of generations and initialises the SQP to find the global optimum faster. Nonetheless, the number 
of generations of the heuristic algorithm decides the ability to reach the global optimum and therefore the heuristic 
genetic algorithm (GA) was chosen for this study.  
A multi-objective optimisation was performed to explore the complete Pareto front for changes in the boundary 
conditions so that the trend of the control variables can be envisaged. A Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm 
(NSGA-II) [44] is used which maximises the net efficiency and net power by optimising the power cycle control 
variables. Table 3 shows the range of the optimisation parameters used for both single and multi-objective 
optimisation.  
Multi-objective optimisation optimises many objective functions simultaneously subject to equality and non-
equality constraints. An individual X(a) is said to be a dominant solution if X(a) is better than other solutions in 
all objective functions or X(a) is strictly better than other solutions in at least one objective subjected to the 
constraints [45]. A non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA II) was coded in MATLAB® [46–48] to 
perform the optimisation study and the flowchart of the code is similar to [3]. The only difference is that the 
process design is performed prior to the optimisation loop and the off-design model returns the objective functions 
and constraints. The number of population and the number of generations are selected between 15-30 times the 
number of variables depending on the number of constraints. A higher number of population and generations are 
used when the problem is more constrained in order to guarantee convergence to the global optimum solution. 
Table 3 Variable ranges of parameters considered in optimisation 
Variable Unit Min bound Max bound 
Minimum Pressure bar 74 100 
Maximum Pressure bar 150 250 
Split Ratio - 0.15 0.45 
Molten Salt Mass flow* % of design flow rate 90 110% 
*mass flow rate was fixed to the desired value in section 6.2 and 7 
The NSGA-II algorithm optimises the cycle minimum/maximum pressure, split ratio and molten salt mass flow 
rate with the objective of maximising the cycle net efficiency and net power. The main and recompressor shaft 
speeds are controlled to achieve the desired outlet pressure set points. The turbine shaft speed is maintained at its 
design speed as it is connected to the synchronous generator through a gearbox. Implementation of a Variable 
Frequency Drive (VFD) for the turbine can be costlier as its shaft power is greater than the compressor shaft 
power. In off-design, once the cycle minimum and maximum pressures are set then the sCO2 mass flow rate is 
dictated by the compressor-turbine matching using the performance map of respective components. The 
compressor surge constraints are checked, however, no surge margin is implemented in order to explore the 
complete Pareto front so that the Pareto front can be trimmed to any given surge margin. Selection of surge margin 
also requires consideration of the transient load ramping behaviour of the plant to ensure safe operation. By 
optimising these four process variables (Table 3), the cycle is able to simulate inventory control, TIT control and 
split fraction control by optimally choosing the variables. Nonetheless, this work does not model either throttling 
control, which requires an additional valve to throttle the turbine inlet pressure, or the turbine bypass control. In 
order to understand the power block characteristics for different ambient temperatures, the CIT has to be fixed 
although it is actually dictated by the off-design conductance of the precooler for any given cold and hot streams 
state boundary condition. The mass flow rate of the cold stream is therefore controlled in order to achieve the 
desired CIT, ensuring the precooler pinch constraints are not violated.  
3.3.Solar Field  
The annual simulation is performed using the System Advisory Model (SAM V2018.11.11), which designs a 
heliostat field layout optimised for the selected location of Dagget, California. A solar multiple of 2.8 and 14 
hours of TES are used in this study [42]. SAM calculates the hourly optical efficiency and evaluates the energy 
absorbed by the HTF considering both the receiver and piping losses. SAM supplies the heat to the power block 
to meet the dispatch requirement storing any remaining heat in the TES. Dispatch optimisation is not turned-on 
and the dispatch method, time of delivery factors and weekly schedule pattern are all retained at the default values 
for this study, although they could influence the total number of start-ups. The user-defined power block 
parametric table defines the power output based on the heat supplied to the power block for the changes in the 
boundary conditions such as ambient temperature, MSIT and molten salt mass flow rate (MSFR). This parametric 
table is different for each operational strategy so that the only supplies the heat demanded of the power block for 
the given boundary conditions in order to produce the power output required by the dispatch mode at each time 
step.  
  Table 4 Solar field model assumptions for costs estimation [51]
Performance factors Unit Value Finance factors Unit Value 
Thermal Energy Storage $/kWth 15 Inflation rate % 3 
Heliostat Field Cost $/m2 75 Real discount rate % 5.5 
Site Improvement cost $/m2 10 Contingency % 10 
Land cost $/ m2 2.471 Analysis Period Years 35 
Since the purpose of the annual simulation is to compare the two different operational strategies, the cost of the 
sCO2 power block is fixed for both cases (design point is fixed). The value of 925 $/kWe is assumed in our study 
as suggested by Schmitt et al. [42]. Scaling exponents of 0.7 and 0.0113 are used to calculate the cost of the solar 
receiver and the tower, respectively. The fixed cost by capacity of 66 $/kW-yr and the variable generation cost of 
3.5 $/MWh are considered. All of the financial assumptions are tabulated in Table 4 [51].  
4. Model Validation 
The design code is validated against the data reported in Kulhánek and Dostál [49] by setting up an optimisation 
that uses sequential quadratic program algorithm in MATLAB. The optimisation algorithm maximises the 
efficiency by varying the split fraction and cycle pressure ratio. All the heat exchangers are discretised to 15 zones. 
Performance comparison is performed for two different turbine inlet temperatures (i.e. 600 and 650 °C) for a 
maximum cycle pressure of 250 bar, CIT of 32 °C, compressor efficiency of 89%, recuperator effectiveness of 
95% with a minimum pinch of 5 °C. Kulhánek reported a turbine efficiency of 93%, however, Turchi et al. [50] 
repeated the same boundary conditions for validation purposes and commented that a turbine efficiency of 90% 
closely reproduces Kulhánek results, therefore 90% turbine efficiency is used in this work. The results match with 
the reported values in Turchi et al. [50], however, a maximum relative error of 0.7% was observed against 
Kulhánek results for a TIT of 650 °C (Table 5).  









Efficiency (%) Split Fraction 
600 48.31 48.3 48.32 0.337 
650 50.24 49.9 50.25 0.333 
In order to verify the off-design code, a 30 MWe power cycle was modelled in the MATLAB® in-house code and 
the recuperator conductance was provided as an input to the Dyreby FORTRAN code for validation. The main 
compressor shaft speed was fixed during off-design simulation as the Dyreby code assumes that the turbine and 
main compressor shafts are connected. The efficiency and process temperature results obtained from the two 
simulation codes are compared for both design CIT of 42 °C and off-design CIT of 55 °C and a maximum the 
relative percentage error of 0.1% is observed. Since this verification was performed against the Dyreby code, all 
the component modelling assumptions are known, therefore, the source of discrepancy is due to the numerical 
tolerance of the nonlinear equation solver.  
5. Results and Discussion 
5.1.Design Performance 
 The split fraction and the compressor inlet pressure cannot be optimised to maximise the efficiency as they reduce 
the cycle specific power and increase the size of the recuperator, therefore a cycle minimum pressure of 80 bar 
and split fraction of 0.3 are selected for this study. The corresponding design performance of the recompression 
cycle is tabulated in Table 6 where the differential temperature across the PHEX is about 150 °C, the specific work 
is ~153 kJ/kg and the recuperator conductance is 8.8 MW/K whilst PHEX conductance is 3 MW/K.  
Table 6 Design performance of recompression cycle 
Description Unit Value 
Net Power MW 30.66 
Net Efficiency % 49.02 
∆T across PHEX (sCO2 side) °C 149.7 
Recuperator UA (LTR+HTR) MW/K 8.8 (3.5+5.3) 
Primary Heat Exchanger UA MW/K 3.0 
6. Multi-Objective Optimisation for Off-Design Performance 
6.1. Effect of Ambient Temperature Variation 
Fig. 5 shows the Pareto fronts for different CITs, where it can be seen that both the net efficiency and the net 
power of the power block significantly decreases at higher CIT’s. The net power fraction is the off-design net 
power output normalised with the design net power and this can exceed one depending on the boundary conditions 
(Table 3). No constraints on the maximum net power fractions were imposed to explore the complete Pareto front, 
however, the turbine peak power can limit this, in which case the Pareto front can be shortened. The dotted lines 
in the Fig. 5 show the Pareto fronts, which have an additional upper MSOT constraint of 2% from its design value 
(~ 5.4% reduction of the thermal storage capacity). It can also be seen from Fig. 5 that by limiting the MSOT 
close to its design value, the maximum net power of the Pareto fronts are unaffected, whilst the maximum 
efficiency cases are negatively affected with the amount of change increasing with the CIT. The CIT of 40 °C is 
less influenced by the MSOT constraint (design CIT=42 °C), however, the impact is more pronounced as the CIT 
increases. In Fig. 6, it is possible to see the MSOT behaviour across the Pareto front for different CITs. The MSOT 
constrained Pareto fronts are sub-optimal Pareto of the base case and therefore they limit the maximum value of 
the main compressor inlet pressure (shown in Fig. 7 (a)) and so also the pressure ratio. The efficiency reduces by 
0.8% points at 55 °C CIT by constraining the MSOT. For CIT=40°C, however, the majority of the MSOT curve 
(Fig. 6) is below the imposed limit of 102% of the design value and thus both control strategies, with or without 
MSOT limiting, are less affected as can be seen by the curves for CIT=40 °C in Fig. 5.  
From Fig. 7 (a), it is worth noting that the main compressor (MC) inlet pressure reached the minimum bound 
when maximising the net power while the MC inlet pressure increases as the compressor inlet temperature 
increases in order to achieve the maximum cycle efficiency. Maximising the net power output from the power 
cycle for different compressor inlet temperatures always tends to increase the pressure ratio as the minimum 
pressure reaches the lower bound and maximum pressure reaches the upper bound as shown in Fig. 7 (a). 
Fig. 5 Pareto fronts of recompression cycle for different CIT (continuous lines represent the Pareto fronts 
without limiting the MSOT, dashed lines show the MSOT limiting cases)
Fig. 6 MSOT with respect to the net efficiency across the Pareto front (shown in Fig. 5) for different CIT 
(Continuous lines represent the Pareto fronts without limiting the MSOT, dashed lines show the MSOT limiting 
cases)
Fig. 7 Process variables with respect to the net efficiency across the Pareto front (shown in Fig. 5) for different 
CIT: a) Main Compressor Inlet Pressure, b) Molten Salt Inlet Flow Rate, c) Split Fraction, d) Turbine Inlet 
Temperature
The split ratio of the mass flow rate towards the recompressor is minimum when maximising the net power whilst 
it increases when maximising the efficiency (Fig. 7 (c)). It is also worth noting that the difference in the split 
fraction between the maximum efficiency and maximum net power cases reduce as the CIT increases (Fig. 7 (c)). 
The split fraction reduces when maximising the efficiency at a higher CIT because the compressor inlet shifts 
away from the critical point, therefore, the real gas effect is minimal. Consequently, the difference between the 
cold and hot stream isobaric specific heat also reduces and RCBC approaches towards SRBC configuration (single 
recuperator). This had been already observed by Carstens et al. [52] i.e. split fraction reduces at a higher CIT, 
nonetheless, the split fraction corresponding to the maximum net power case is not notably affected for different 
CITs from which it can be concluded that split fraction control is less significant when maximising the net power. 
Increasing the CIT also increases the compressor outlet temperature (compressor inlet conditions move away from 
the critical point) which also increases the LTR hot stream outlet temperature. This also reduces the capacitance 
difference between hot and cold streams of LTR, consequently, the split fraction reduces with increase in CIT for 
maximum efficiency cases.  
The molten salt mass flow rate reached 110% (maximum bound) across the complete Pareto front. Although the 
TIT tends to increase with efficiency for the base case, it does not when the MSOT is constrained (Fig. 7 (d)). The 
maximum TIT occurs neither in the maximum net power case nor in the maximum efficiency case. The molten 
salt flow rate also reduces to increase the maximum efficiency as the CIT increases.  
Increases in CIT also increase the compressor inlet volumetric flow rate (for the same mass flow and fixed flow 
area) and changes the local Mach number (speed of sound changes), consequently the operating point shifts. To 
minimise the shift of compressor off-design point in the performance map at a higher CIT, the inlet pressure has 
to increase to compensate for the drop in density. However, this does not return the compressor operating point 
back to the design as the local Mach number also shifts with the increase in CIT owing to the change in the speed 
of sound. Nevertheless, it has been observed that the compressor inlet volumetric flow is higher than the design 
point volumetric flow at higher CIT when the cycle is optimised for maximum efficiency. This observation is in 
line with Bennett et al. [53] and the trend is expected to depend on the shape of the compressor map.  
Maximising the efficiency of a closed-loop Brayton cycle for a given TIT and CIT tends to lower the pressure 
ratio in a way that minimises the impact on the turbomachinery efficiencies, while the overall recuperation 
effectiveness is unaffected. It has also been observed that the compressor outlet pressure always tends to reach 
the maximum bound for both the cases (maximising the net power/maximising the net efficiency), therefore the 
main compressor inlet pressure variation can also be interpreted as the inverse of the compressor pressure ratio. 
The compressor inlet pressure can be increased (thus reducing the pressure ratio) to compensate for the reduction 
in density owing to the increase in CIT, and by doing so the inlet volumetric flow can be maintained close to the 
design value. Thus, the compressor efficiency is only affected by the changes in the non- dimensional speed and 
local Mach number. From the optimisation results, it has been observed that the mass flow rate reduces and also 
the split fraction reduces at a higher CIT as shown in Fig. 7 (c). Reduction in the cycle pressure ratio when 
maximising the efficiency also increases the turbine exhaust temperature for a given TIT, which also increases 
the cold stream inlet temperature to the PHEX owing to higher recuperation of the HTR, increasing MSOT. 
Fig. 8 Compressor operating point across the Pareto front (shown in Fig. 5) for different CIT; Top) Main 
Compressor, Bottom) Recompressor (dashed lines represent the compressor map while the operating points 
across the Pareto front are plotted as continuous lines)
It is clear, therefore, that the cycle pressure ratio drops at a higher CIT when maximising the cycle efficiency and 
the magnitude varies based on the turbomachinery performance map. Consequently, the turbine exhaust 
temperature typically tends to increase for the constant turbine inlet temperature, though the latter is not strictly 
true as shown in Fig. 7 (d).  
This increase in TET also increases the cold stream inlet temperature to the PHEX, therefore the MSOT increases. 
The MSOT increases by 46 °C at 55 °C CIT and this implies that the TES storage capacity reduces by 25.1% if 
the operation is continued until the cold tank temperature equalises with MSOT and the duration depends on the 
instantaneous cold tank inventory. 
The compressor operating points across the Pareto fronts for different CIT are plotted on the compressor map as 
Fig. 8 to visualise the operational characteristics. The main compressor volumetric flow changes significantly 
across the Pareto front whilst the recompressor volumetric flow changes are minimal. This is because the density 
variation at the main compressor inlet changes significantly near the critical point. At higher CIT’s, the main 
compressor volumetric flow increases with the falling pressure ratio when maximising the efficiency. When 
maximising the power, the volumetric flow to the main compressor increases with the maximum cycle pressure 
ratio. It has to be noted that a compressor over-speed limitation is not included as a constraint in this optimisation 
in order to explore the complete Pareto front, however, in reality the maximum net power is capped by the over-
speed limit. If the main compressor shaft is connected to the turbine, which runs at a constant speed, the reduction 
in maximum power at higher CIT is higher than the indicated values here. On the other hand, the compressor 
surge margin affects the maximum efficiency of the cycle, particularly at CIT’s lower than the design value. The 
increase in the volumetric flow is not significant in the recompressor when the CIT is higher than 40 °C, therefore, 
the main compressor operational speed and surge limits are crucial in order to realise the maximum power and 
maximum efficiency, respectively. Since the cycle minimum pressure and the split fraction at the design do not 
maximise the power cycle efficiency, the recompressor operates away from the design point. This is mainly driven 
by the lower split fraction across the Pareto front than the design value of 0.3. The design split fraction is only 
achieved in the Pareto front when maximising the efficiency for a CIT of 40 °C (Fig. 7 (c)). The corresponding 
cycle minimum pressure (Fig. 7 (a)) is slightly higher than the design value (i.e. 80 bar) by ~5 bar with a significant 
reduction in the recompressor inlet temperature (~30 °C), owing to the recuperation maximising. This increases 
the recompressor inlet density and consequently moves the operating point away from the design. Sizing the 
recompressor for maximum cycle design efficiency eliminates this difference when operating the plant in 
maximum efficiency mode. However, the selection of optimal split fraction and cycle minimum pressure at the 
design plays a critical role in the recompressor off-design operation when the plant needs to run in a combination 
of maximum power and efficiency modes. Although the recompressor speed control helps to bring the operating 
point close to the design point at a higher ambient temperature when the efficiency is maximised, it doesn’t benefit 
for a lower ambient temperature. Other approaches such as 2×50% recompressor, inlet guide vane and compressor 
hot-recirculation can aid in handling a large variation in the volumetric flow rate at lower ambient temperatures, 
however, the latter option can penalties the efficiency of the system.  
The compressor inlet pressure required to match the compressor inlet density at the design is calculated for every 
CIT (Fig. 9). Matching the compressor inlet density to the design density doesn’t guarantee the same volumetric 
flow at the compressor inlet as the optimal mass flow rate and split fractions are different for every CIT and 
therefore, the compressor inlet pressure required to match the design volumetric flow is also plotted in Fig. 9. 
Nevertheless, it is worth highlighting that the change in the mass flow and split fraction are not known prior to 
perform a complete optimisation. The estimated pressure based on a constant volumetric flow rate at the 
compressor inlet is higher when the CIT is high. This implies that the optimised volumetric flow rate from NSGA-
II was higher than the design value. On the other hand, the optimised volumetric flow rate at the main compressor 
inlet was slightly lower than the design value at a lower CIT.  
Fig. 9 Comparison of estimated compressor inlet pressure against the optimised pressure when maximising the 
efficiency
However, the estimated pressure, based on the assumption of constant density predicts lower pressure (higher 
volumetric flow rate) at very high CIT, although it is relatively similar to the optimal value until the CIT is 50 °C. 
Nonetheless, this approach deviates significantly from the optimal value at a lower CIT. This deviation occurs 
owing to the changes in fluid properties which affects the Mach number and the magnitude can vary based on the 
shape of the compressor map. It is worth highlighting that the compressor inlet pressure chosen for this study was 
not an optimal value that maximises the efficiency at the design CIT since the design pressure selection is always 
a trade-off between maximising net power and efficiency. 
6.2. Effect of Molten Salt Flow Rate Variation 
Since the MSIT and CIT are unaffected from the design value, the speed of sound is unaffected, the compressor 
and turbine operating point can be kept close to the design value for an ideal gas closed-loop Brayton cycle by 
lowering the system inventory and keeping the cycle pressure ratio constant. For an ideal gas, this infers that the 
system pressure drops in proportion to the mass flow reduction in order to keep the density constant [26,54]. Since 
changes in the system pressure do not affect the specific heat for monotonic ideal gases, the efficiency and the 
specific power of the cycle can be maintained close to the design value for a large plant turndown ratio (neglecting 
the variation of the heat exchanger pressure drop and heat transfer coefficient due to changes in the Reynolds 
number) [26]. For supercritical fluids, the pressure significantly affects the heat capacity, heat transfer coefficient 
etc. and the relationship between pressure and density is non-linear. Furthermore, the speed of sound is also a 
function of the compressibility factor which is also sensitive to pressure [55].
Fig. 10 Pareto fronts of recompression cycle for different MSFR (The percentages are referred to the design 
MSFR)
The off-design Pareto fronts for the variation of the fractional MSFR is shown in Fig. 10 at the CIT of 40 °C. It 
can be observed that the net power can be about 83.5% of the design value when the molten salt mass flow rate is 
60% of the rated flow by operating the power block in the maximum power mode. On the other hand, this reduces 
the efficiency to 44.5%, which can be increased to 48.6% with a sacrifice in the net power to about 54% of the 
design value. This indicates that the degree of freedom for operating the sCO2 power block is larger and the 
efficiency and net power can be changed significantly depends on the operating point dictated by the control 
strategy. 
Fig. 11 MSOT across the Pareto front (shown in Fig. 10) for different MSFR (The dashed blue lines represent 
the 102% design MSOT and freezing limit of molten salt)
Fig. 11 shows the MSOT across the Pareto front and it is clear that the reduction in the molten salt mass flow rate 
also reduces the upper value of MSOT, therefore, the deviation of the MSFR does not negatively affect the solar 
field/TES capacity. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the minimum MSOT reduces with the reduction in MSFR, 
which can be a concern depending on the freezing point of the selected molten salt. Since the melting temperature 
of the selected molten salt in this study is 424 °C, a minimum MSOT temperature limit of 430 °C is considered 
in this work, nonetheless, this was not enforced as a minimum constraint in the optimisation in order to explore 
the complete Pareto front. It has to be noted however that the maximum power can not be realised when the MSFR 
is lower than 70% of the design value if the minimum MSOT constraint limits the operation (Fig. 11). Hence, 
selecting a molten salt with lower freezing temperature could eliminate this problem. According to Fig. 12 (a), 
the compressor inlet pressure is not strictly smooth, however, it is increasing from the maximum net power case 
to the maximum efficiency case until 70% molten salt mass flow.  
Fig. 12 Process variables trends across the Pareto front (shown in Fig. 10) for different MSFR: a) Main 
compressor Inlet Pressure, b) Main compressor Outlet Pressure, c) Split Fraction, d) Turbine Inlet Temperature
At 60% mass flow, a higher value of minimum pressure occurs at the maximum power case. The compressor 
outlet pressure reduces for the maximum efficiency case whilst it is higher for the maximum net power case (Fig. 
12 (b)). The difference between the compressor outlet pressure for the maximum net power Case and the 
maximum efficiency case increases as the MSFR reduces. Only at 60% MSFR, the cycle maximum pressure is 
lower than the upper bound value. The split fraction reaches its lower value for the maximum net power case and 
it reaches a maximum value for the maximum efficiency case (Fig. 12 (c)). The maximum and minimum split 
ratio values are not significantly changed up to 70% of the MSFR and the range reduces at 60% molten salt mass 
flow. This indicates that the split fraction control is not significant for a reduction in MSFR upto ~70%. TIT 
reaches a maximum value at the maximum efficiency cases and the absolute magnitude reduces as the molten salt 
mass flow rate reduces, which implies that the TIT need to be controlled when the MSFR is reduced in order to 
maximise the cycle efficiency. It is worth noting from Fig. 12 (d) that the TIT doesn’t reach the maximum value 
(~650 °C) at a lower mass flow rate and this infers that the gain in the Carnot efficiency is not significant as 
compared to the efficiency loss from the turbomachinery. Furthermore, the cycle pressure ratio at the maximum 
efficiency case shows a declining trend because of the reduced compressor outlet pressure, whilst it is constant 
for monoatomic gas cycles. This infers that the changes in the cycle pressure impact the specific heat capacity and 
speed of sound significantly, which changes the cycle optimal pressure ratio. At 60% molten salt mass flow, the 
MSOT at the maximum net power case approaches close to the sCO2 inlet temperature to the PHEX. Further 
reduction of MSFR is expected to cause conflict as the recuperation has to be sacrificed in order to reach the 
minimum MSOT, which can limit the minimum MSOT. However, a CSP power plant is very unlikely to encounter 
such off-design scenarios, therefore, it is assumed to be less severe. 
Fig. 13 Compressor operating point across the Pareto front (shown in Fig. 10) for different MSFR; a) Main 
Compressor b) Recompressor 
Fig. 13 shows the main compressor and recompressor operating points across the Pareto front overlay on the 
corresponding compressor maps. The main compressor operating points are similar for different MSFR when 
maximising net power whilst they slightly different one other when maximising efficiency (Fig. 13 (Top)). After 
a certain point, the main compressor pressure ratio reduces steeply with small changes in the volumetric flow to 
increase efficiency. This fall in pressure ratio can also be seen in Fig. 12 (b) where the compressor outlet pressure 
drops. On the other hand, the recompressor operates with the lesser change in their volumetric flow rate whilst 
the pressure ratio changes to match with the main compressor outlet pressure (Fig. 13 (Bottom)). The 
recompressor operates away from the design point owing to similar reasons discussed in section 6.1.  
6.3. Effect of Molten Salt Inlet Temperature Variation 
For changes to TIT in a given ideal gas closed-loop recuperated Brayton cycle, for a fixed CIT the PR has to 
reduce but without impacting the turbomachinery efficiencies significantly [56]. Since the sCO2 behaves like an 
ideal gas at a higher temperature, the cycle behaviour is expected to be similar to ideal gas closed cycle. This 
implies that the turbine inlet pressure has to be lowered in order to compensate for the increase in density at a 
lower TIT so that the turbine inlet volumetric flow rate remains close to the design value.  
Fig. 14 shows four Pareto fronts for different MSITs and a CIT of 40 °C. The net power output can reach about 
9% point higher power than the design value when the MSIT is 670 °C, nevertheless, this might not be realisable 
if the turbine is not oversized. When MSIT is 610 °C, the net power fraction at the maximum power case is close 
to 1 and the efficiency is 45.04%. The efficiency can be increased to 48.1% with a reduction of the net power 
fraction to around 90.4%, however, this power is achieved by reducing the MSOT to ~428 °C, as shown in Fig. 
15 (b), which is below the MSOT minimum freezing limit of 430 °C. From Fig. 15 (a), the minimum pressure 
trend is roughly similar with a horizontal offset for all the MSITs studied, regardless of whether efficiency or net 
power is maximised, which infers that the main compressor inlet pressure is not influenced by changes in MSIT. 
On the other hand the compressor outlet pressure starts to drop with the MSIT, similar to ideal gas cycles. The 
cycle maximum pressure is 245.4 bar at a MSIT of 610 °C whilst maximising efficiency. Maximising the net 
power tends to maximise the cycle pressure ratio by reaching the minimum bound on the compressor inlet pressure 
(Fig. 15 (a)). The splitter ratio also shows a similar trend for all the MSIT studied with an offset (Fig. 15 (c)), 
indicating that no control of split fraction is required. The TIT for the maximum efficiency cases reached a 
maximum value (Fig. 15 (d)), showing that the power block operation is extended by lowering the MSOT when 
MSIT reduces and the efficiency drop is dominated by the reduction of the Carnot efficiency. Since the MSOT 
upper limit is not reached when the MSIT increases, MSOT constrained simulations were not performed, however, 
it has to be noted that the MSOT minimum limit was reached.  
Fig. 14 Pareto fronts of recompression cycle for different MSIT
Fig. 15 Process variables trends across the Pareto front (shown in Fig. 14) for different MSIT: a) Main 
Compressor Inlet Pressure, b) Molten Salt Outlet Temperature, c) Split Fraction, d) Turbine Inlet Temperature 
Fig. 16 Compressor operating point across the Pareto front (shown in Fig. 14) for different MSIT; Top) Main 
Compressor Bottom) Recompressor
The main compressor and recompressor operating points are plotted on top of the corresponding compressor maps 
as shown in Fig. 16, which indicates that changes in the MSIT do not influence either the main compressor or 
recompressor. However, the main compressor operates at a lower pressure ratio with a lower volumetric flow 
when maximising cycle efficiency compared to the maximum power case. On the other hand, the recompressor 
pressure ratio increases when maximising net power without a noticeable change in the volumetric flow, owing 
to the changes in the split fraction.   
7. Annual Performance 
Fig. 17 Normalised performance when maximising efficiency for different Molten Salt Inlet Temperature (MSIT): 
a) normalised net efficiency b) normalised net power c) normalised heat input d) normalised differential 
temperature across the primary heat exchanger
Fig. 18 Normalised performance when maximising net power for different Molten Salt Inlet Temperature 
(MSIT): a) normalised efficiency b) normalised net power c) normalised heat input d) normalised differential 
temperature across the primary heat exchanger
In order to perform annual simulation, SAM requires the power cycle as a user-defined power cycle. A parametric 
table was therefore generated from SAM and each data point in the table set-up as a single-objective optimisation 
problem using a GA that maximises net efficiency while the MSOT freezing limit was imposed as a constraint. 
Since SAM maximises the net power of the recompression cycle, the maximum net power case was directly 
modelled in SAM. It is worth highlighting, however, that the compressor and turbine shaft speed are fixed to their 
design values in SAM whilst they were optimised in this study hence the results obtained from SAM would be a 
sub-optimal solution and it is therefore it is a conservative estimate for maximum power case. 
The single objective optimisation results for different CITs are shown in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 with Fig. 17 showing 
the normalised efficiency (referenced to the design condition), net power, heat input and differential temperature 
across the PHEX when maximising the net efficiency whilst Fig. 18 shows these parameters when maximising 
the net power. A linear increase in the efficiency above the design value is observed when the CIT is lower than 
42 °C, which is similar to the observations of Schmitt et al., and Bennett et al. [42,53]. The maximum power 
optimisation reached 105% of the design value, which is set as the maximum bound for the power. Consequently, 
the heat input and the ∆T across the heat exchanger reaches its maximum around the design CIT. Similar cases 
were simulated for changes in the molten salt mass flow rate and MSIT and two sets of look-up tables were 
generated for the maximum efficiency and net power cases for implementation in SAM to perform the annual 
simulation.  
Table 7 Annual performance of recompression cycle 
Description Unit Maximum net power Maximum efficiency 
Field Incident Annual Energy MWh   923,902  921,521 
Receiver Incident Annual Energy MWh 454,183 371,589 
Annual Energy absorbed by the HTF MWh 399,118 316,241 
Annual Energy charged into TES MWh 225,473 202,742 
Annual Energy discharged from TES MWh 215,609 192,531 
Power Cycle Annual Gross Energy MWh 190,294 160,098 
Annual Energy to Grid MWh 163,867 135,744 
Capacity Factor % 63.0 52.2 
Solar to Electric Conversion Efficiency % 17.7 14.7 
LCOEreal ¢/kWh 6.2 7.4 
Number of Start-up - 283 147 
Table 7 shows a comparison of annual performance for the maximum the net power and maximum net efficiency 
cases. The plant capacity factor when maximising the efficiency is 10.8% lower than when maximising net power 
and consequently, the LCOE is 1.2 ¢/kWh higher when the power cycle is operated for maximum efficiency. The 
annual solar to electric efficiency also drops from 17.7% to 14.7% when operating the power cycle in maximising 
efficiency mode since the solar field efficiency is roughly 9% point lower when maximising the power cycle 
efficiency. On the other hand, the number of start-ups is roughly 50% lower in comparison to maximising net 
power, however, the LCOE calculation in SAM assumes a fixed operational cost and therefore the significance of 
the number of start-ups is not fully captured here. Moreover, many commercial CSP plants are already operating 
at part load on moderate DNI days in order to avoid plant shutdown. Nonetheless, a detailed cost model is required 
to realise the benefits and the trade-off with sophisticated controls, which outside the scope of this study. The 
optimal operational strategy might be a combination of maximising net power and net efficiency depending on 
the DNI profile and sun angle.  
8. Conclusions 
The off-design performance of the recompression Brayton cycle was investigated for changes in the power cycle 
boundary conditions including ambient temperature, molten salt mass flow rate and molten salt inlet temperature. 
Multi-objective optimisations were performed to maximise the net power and efficiency for different off-design 
boundary conditions and the operational Pareto fronts with primary process variables were studied. The 
compressor inlet pressure for maximising the efficiency was estimated based on the assumption that the 
volumetric flow rate is the same as the design value at higher ambient temperatures with reasonable accuracy. 
At higher ambient temperatures, the molten salt outlet temperature from the power cycle is not affected when 
maximising the net power. When maximising the power cycle efficiency, however, molten salt outlet 
temperature increased by 46 °C implying that the TES capacity reduces by 25.1% as the temperature difference 
between hot and cold tanks reduces. On the other hand, constraining the power block operation to maintain the 
molten salt outlet temperature close to the design value penalises the efficiency by 0.8% point when the 
compressor inlet temperature  is 55 °C (design compressor inlet temperature =42 °C). 
The main compressor over-speed limit can be a concern when maximising the net power at higher ambient 
temperatures whilst the main compressor surge margin can restrict the maximum net efficiency of the cycle at 
lower ambient temperatures. The recompressor design volumetric flow (i.e. split fraction and inlet pressure) 
selection influences the recompressor operation significantly, therefore, the primary mode of operation (i.e. 
maximising the power or efficiency) should be considered when sizing the recompressor. The split fraction does 
not require any control for changes in the molten salt inlet temperature and up to ~70% reduction in molten salt 
flow rate, regardless of the mode of operation. On the other hand, the split fraction has to be reduced for an 
increase in compressor inlet temperature when maximising the efficiency. 
The power cycle can be successfully operated in either maximum efficiency mode or maximum power mode 
showing a high degree of plant operational flexibility but an annual simulation identifies performance differences 
in these strategies. It was observed that the power cycle capacity factor increased by ~10.8% with a subsequent 
reduction in the LCOE by 1.2¢/kWh when operating in maximum power mode. On the other hand, the number 
of plant start-ups is reduced significantly (by approximately 50%) when operating in maximum efficiency mode, 
which helps to increase plant life and reduce operational costs. The optimal operational strategy therefore could 
be a combination of maximising efficiency and net power according to prevailing ambient conditions.  
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